
Results of questionnaire 
RECYCLED CHRISTMAS



 100 people were asked 
3 replies have been discarded 

78 people have “live” (real) Christmas tree 

15 people have artificial Christmas tree 

3  people have Christmas tree in a flower pot 

1   person uses just a tree branch 

 

What kind of Ch. tree do you have? 

LIVE LIVE INA POTARTIFICIAL OTHER



  1 star - not eco 
  10 - yes  

1/10  … 18 (18,6%) 

2/10 … 14 (14,4%) 

3/10 … 22 (22,7%) 

4/10 … 8 (8,3%) 

5/10 … 16 (16,5%) 

6/10 … 6 (6,2%) 

7/10 … 6 (6,2%) 

8/10 … 2 (2,1%) 

9/10 … 2 (2,1%) 

10/10 … X

Is artificial X - mas tree ecological?

A result is 3,8 stars 



We tried to explain the facts about artificial Christmas trees. 

They are not ecological at all. Their production made pollution - greenhouse effect,  
global warming, affects ozone layer. 

After reading the text some people who thought artificial tree were ecological, changed their minds.

Do you still think that artificial Christmas tree is ecological?



62 people - YES  
22 poeple use the paper repeatedly  
11 people use boxes/bags 
2 people don’t use any wrapping paper

Do you always buy new wrapping 
 paper for Xmas presents?

Always keep the paper for the last year  New paper every year

No wrapping paperI use bags/boxes



People buy a lot of food for Xmas we wanted  
to know if they consume everything. 

34% YES 

52,6% MOSTLY 

Only 13,4% HAVE LOTS OF LEFTOVERS

Do you consume all the food you buy?



29 people answered this question 

If you don’t eat the food, you usually  
throw it away. We asked people what they  
do with the remaining food. 

16 people give it to animals  

9 people throw it into a bin 

Only 4 people make compost 

ANIMALSCOMPOST BIN 



Recycling bins - 25% people 

The nearest bin - 51,5% 

I don’t buy anything - 18,6% 

I use my own mug, etc. - 4,1%

Christmas fair  
- Where to put rubbish? 



22 people yes  

48  people no 

27 people sometimes

New year’s celebrations 
- Do you use fireworks at home?

YES NO SOMETIMES



55 people answered this question

29 people clean all  

26 people mostly yes 

NO ONE WILLW LEAVE WITHOUT CLEANING

If you use fireworks do you  
clean the mess afterwards?

NOMOSTLYYES 



Are there enough recycling bins? 

Almost 70% think we need more 

16,5% think we have enough 

14,4% are not interested recycling

Recycling bins in our school

NO YES I AM NOT INTERESTED


